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PART I: Module Overview 

UAC Protect (UACP) is an HX Innovation Architecture module designed to alert and optionally block User Account 

Control (UAC) bypass attacks. UACP enables quick identification of potentially malicious activity by generating 

alerts for hosts. The module also has an interface for viewing telemetry across the environment. 

Detection Coverage 

UAC Protect detects and blocks multiple UAC Bypass techniques. Since there are so many variations of these 

attacks the categories below are not all-inclusive but cover approximately 80% of public techniques (at the time of 

this writing). UAC Protect provides coverage for the following categories of UAC bypass attacks: 

• Token manipulation - These attacks use access token manipulation to perform malicious actions. An 

example of this is reading the token of a high integrity process from a lower integrity one in order to create 

a new high integrity process. Note that this does not detect non-UAC bypass token manipulation attacks. 

This corresponds to MITRE ATT&CK technique(s): T1088, T1134. 

• Process masquerading - These attacks use elevated COM objects perform malicious actions. An example 

is using an elevated instance of the IFileOperation class to copy a file to a privileged location. This 

corresponds to MITRE ATT&CK technique(s): T1088, T1036. 

• Environmental variable hijacking – These attacks override well known environmental variables to 

perform code execution. An example is overriding the %windir% environmental variable to cause code 

execution. This corresponds to MITRE ATT&CK technique(s): T1088. 

• Shell command hijacking – These attacks override shell handler commands perform code execution. An 

example of this is overriding the HKLM\Software\Classes\exefile\shell\open\command key to cause 

malicious code to execute. This corresponds to MITRE ATT&CK technique(s): T1088. 

• COM handler hijacking – These attacks override a COM handler to perform code execution. An example 

of this is overriding the HKLM\Software\Classes\CLSID\{GUID}\InprocServer32 key to allow malicious code 

to execute. This corresponds to MITRE ATT&CK technique(s): T1088. 

• Program output abuse – These attacks leverage a program’s output to perform a malicious action. An 

example is using wusa.exe to copy a file to a privileged location. This corresponds to MITRE ATT&CK 

technique(s): T1088 

Prerequisites 

This technical preview release of UAC Protect is supported on Endpoint Security 5.0 with xAgent 31 and above 

running on Windows 7/Server 2008 R2 and above.  
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PART II: Installing UAC Protect 

UAC Protect is an optional module available for Endpoint Security 5.0 with xAgent 31 and above. It is installed 

using your Endpoint Security Web UI by downloading the module installer package (.cms file) from the FireEye 

Market and then uploading the module .cms file to your Endpoint Security Web UI. The module is disabled by default 

and must be enabled before you can use it.  

After you have installed and enabled the module, the module appears on the Modules menu. The configuration 

properties for the module appear on the HX Module Administration Module Configuration page.  

Downloading the UAC Protect Module Installer Package 

To download the UAC Protect module installer package:   

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI with your administrator credentials.  

2. From the Modules menu, select HX Module Administration to access the Modules page.  

3. On the Modules page, click Find Modules to access the FireEye Market. The FireEye Market opens in a 

new browser tab.  

4. In the Types filter list on the FireEye Market, select Endpoint Security Modules.  

5. In the Search Results, click the UAC Protect module  

6. On the FireEye Market page for the UAC Protect module, click Download to download the module .cms 

file to your local drive. 

Be sure to note the navigation path to the directory where you downloaded the .cms file.  
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Uploading the UAC Protect Module Installer Package  

To upload the UAC Protect module installer package to your Endpoint Security Web UI:  

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI with your administrator credentials.  

2. From the Modules menu, select HX Module Administration to access the Modules page.  

3. On the Modules page, click Upload Modules to upload the module .cms file from your local drive to the 

Endpoint Security Console.  

4. In the Upload Module dialog box, click Select File.  

5. Navigate to the downloaded module .cms file, select the .cms file, and click Open.  

The selected .cms file appears in the Upload Module dialog box.  

6. In the Upload Module dialog box, click Upload.  

A message at the top of the page tells you that module installation has been initiated.  

After you have installed the UAC Protect module, the module appears in the list of installed modules on the Modules 

page and the configuration properties for the module appear on the HX Module Administration Module Configuration 

page.  

NOTE: You may need to refresh the Endpoint Security Web UI before the new module appears on the Modules 

page. 
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PART III: Configuring UAC Protect 

Before proceeding you should first read Part II of the Endpoint Security Module User Guide (Release 5.0) which 

provides detailed instructions for installing, enabling, disabling, and uninstalling modules. The remainder of this 

section describes the portions of this process that are specific to the UAC Protect module. 

The UAC Protect module consists of a server module and an agent module. After enabling the server module in 

Part II, the UAC Protect agent module must also be installed and enabled on agents using Agent Policy. It is 

important to understand the following relationships between the UAC Protect server and agent modules: 

• The UAC Protect agent module is installed and enabled on agents using the agent policy. 

• The state of the UAC Protect server module (enabled/disabled) has no bearing on the state of the UAC 

Protect agent module. 

• Therefore, disabling the UAC Protect server module does not disable the agent module. The agent 

module will continue to run and produce events unless otherwise disabled in Agent Policy. 

• Uninstalling the UAC Protect server module does affect the state of the agent module. Because the 

corresponding UAC Protect Agent Policy settings are removed from all policies, this triggers the disabling 

and removal of the agent module on endpoints. 

Enabling the UAC Protect Module 

You can perform these tasks from the Modules and Policies pages in the Endpoint Security Web UI. 

Before proceeding, please review the “Configuring UAC Protect Agent Policy” section below. It is important to 

understand the implications of these settings before enabling UAC Protect on agents. 

To enable the UAC Protect server module:  

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI as an administrator.  

2. From the Modules menu, select HX Module Administration to access the Modules page.  

3. On the Modules page, locate the UAC Protect module and perform one of the following actions:  

• In the Enabled column, toggle the switch to ON to enable the module. 

• Click the Actions icon (the gear symbol) and select Enable to enable the module.  

To install and enable the UAC Protect agent module:  

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI as an administrator.  

2. From the Admin menu, select Policies to access the Policies page.  

3. On the Policies page, click the Actions icon (the gear icon) for the policy for the agent on which you want 

to activate UAC Protect, and select Edit Policy.  

4. In the Configurations area of the Edit Policy page, click UAC Protect Agent. 

https://docs.fireeye.com/docs/docs_en/HX/sw/5.0/UG/HX_UG_5.0_en.pdf
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5. Toggle the Install selector to ON to install UAC Protect on the agent. 

6. Toggle the Enable selector to ON to activate UAC Protect on the agent. 

7. If you are editing Agent Default Policy, leave all other settings at the default value. If you wish to make any 

adjustments, please review the “Configuring UAC Protect Agent Policy” section below first. 

8. On the Edit Policy page, click Save 

Note that “installing” the UAC Protect Agent Module only notifies the agent to download additional files to the agent’s 

plugin directory. No additional components are created or registered on the endpoint (e.g., a Windows Service is 

not created). Therefore, there is very little impact to an endpoint by “installing” the agent module. 

Disabling the UAC Protect Module 

As noted at the beginning of this section, disabling the UAC Protect server module has no effect on the state of the 

agent module. The agent module will continue to run and produce events unless otherwise disabled in Agent Policy.  

To disable the UAC Protect server module:  

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI as an administrator.  

2. From the Modules menu, select HX Module Administration to access the Modules page.  

3. On the Modules page, locate the UAC Protect module and perform one of the following actions:  

• In the Enabled column, toggle the switch to OFF to disable the module.  

• Click the Actions icon (the gear icon) and select Disable to disable the module 

To disable the UAC Protect agent module:  

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI as an administrator.  

2. From the Admin menu, select Policies to access the Policies page.  

3. On the Policies page, click the Actions icon (the gear icon) for the policy for the agent on which you want 

to activate UAC Protect, and select Edit Policy.  

4. In the Configurations area of the Edit Policy page, click UAC Protect Agent. 

5. Toggle the Enable selector to OFF to deactivate UAC Protect on the agent. 

6. On the Edit Policy page, click Save 
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Configuring UAC Protect Agent Policy 

This section describes the various configuration settings provided in the UAC Protect Agent Policy. The default 

settings enable all detections without blocking.  

The following screenshot provides an overview of the key configuration options discussed in the remainder of this 

section. 

 

Figure 1 UAC Protect Agent Policy 

Detections 

UAC Protect detection categories are grouped by attack vector. The toggles (Figure 1) allow them to be enabled or 

disabled as needed. By default, all detections are enabled. 

For more information on the individual detection categories see the “Detection Coverage” section above. 

Options 

Ignore duplicates 

This option will ignore multiple events that appear to be duplicates on the endpoint. This option is enabled by default. 

Blocking on detection 

Enabling this will block any potentially malicious operation when a UAC bypass is detected. This option is disabled 

by default. 

Ignore WOW64 paths 

This will disable checking WOW64 paths. This option is disabled by default



   

 

PART IV: Using the UAC Protect Interface 

This section describes how to use the UAC Protect Interface to search and analyze the events collected from 

agents. 

To access the UAC Protect interface: 

1. Log in to the Endpoint Security Web UI as an administrator.  

2. From the Modules menu, select UACProtect.  

You will be presented with the screen shown in Figure 2 below. Behind the scenes the UI has just loaded metadata 

and event data. 

 

Figure 2 - UAC Protect UI 

Grid Controls 

The grid view supports basic grid features such as reordering and sorting columns. The currently selected row will 

be displayed in the events details pane. 

Interface Controls 

This section describes the controls in the UAC Protect UI that affect the state of the data currently displayed. To 

describe it another way, these controls do not perform additional queries to the backend, but instead enable you to 

quickly interact with the data that has already been loaded. Error! Reference source not found. shows the primary 

controls: 

• Export Grid data to CSV - Takes loaded results and exports them to CSV for further analysis or reporting. 



   

 

• Manage columns drop down – Adds or removed columns from the grid view. By default, all columns are 

enabled. 

PART V: UAC Protect Alerts 

UAC protect generates an alert when an attack is detected. This shows up as any other HX IA alert would in the 

HX UI (e.g., a Process Tracker alert). Figure 3 shows what an HX IA alert looks like in the HX UI. 

 

Figure 3 - UAC Protect Alert 

 

  



   

 

APPENDIX A: Frequently Asked Questions 

How can I verify the UAC Protect module is running using the HX console?  

The status of UAC Protect on hosts can be seen using the Host Management module available on the FireEye 

Market. This module provides the system information returned by agents, which includes the status of the UAC 

Protect module. If the module was successfully installed and started the status will be “running”. 

Alternatively, the HXTool interface available on the FireEye Market can also be used to view the system information 

returned by agents. 

How can I verify that UAC Protect is installed on an endpoint?  

Once the UAC Protect module has been added to an agent policy it is installed on the endpoints assigned to that 

policy. On successful install, the following files exist on the endpoint: 

• C:\ProgramData\FireEye\xagt\exts\plugin\UACProtect\UACProtect.dll 

• C:\ProgramData\FireEye\xagt\exts\UACProtect\sandbox\UACProtect.sys 

In addition, a kernel driver service named “UACProtect” will be created on the endpoint but will not be running. The 

command “sc query UACProtect” can be run from a command line to determine if the UACProtect kernel driver 

service is installed. 

C:\> sc query UACProtect  
 
SERVICE_NAME: UACProtect 
        TYPE               : 1  KERNEL_DRIVER 
        STATE              : 4  STOPPED 
        WIN32_EXIT_CODE    : 0  (0x0) 
        SERVICE_EXIT_CODE  : 0  (0x0) 
        CHECKPOINT         : 0x0 
        WAIT_HINT          : 0x0 

  

https://fireeye.market/apps/298195
https://fireeye.market/apps/298195
https://fireeye.market/apps/294693


   

 

How can I verify that UAC Protect is running on an endpoint?  

Once UAC Protect has been enabled in agent policy two processes will exist on the endpoints assigned to that 

policy: one for the kernel driver service and another for the module. 

UACProtect kernel driver service 

This service provides events to the UAC Protect module. Note in the output below that the “sc” command indicates 

that the UACProtect kernel driver service is running. 

C:\> sc query UACProtect  
 
SERVICE_NAME: UACProtect 
        TYPE               : 1  KERNEL_DRIVER 
        STATE              : 4  RUNNING 
                                (STOPPABLE, NOT_PAUSABLE, IGNORES_SHUTDOWN) 
        WIN32_EXIT_CODE    : 0  (0x0) 
        SERVICE_EXIT_CODE  : 0  (0x0) 
        CHECKPOINT         : 0x0 
        WAIT_HINT          : 0x0 

UACProtect module process 

Like all xAgent modules, this process runs under the System account and as a child of the main xAgent process. If 

tamper protection is disable in agent policy, identifying the xAgent child process corresponding to UAC Protect is 

as simple as looking for a process containing “–mode UACProtect” in the command line.  

If tamper protection is enabled, a tool such as Process Explorer can be used to find the xAgent child process with 

a handle to “UACProtect.dll”, as shown in the screen shot below. 
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